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History of the WRHA Virtual Library 
Educational Offerings 







Video Tutorials 
Overview of the WRHA VL 
Searching the Library 
Accessing Articles 
Ordering Sources 
Order U of M Items 
Zotero 
MyNCBI 
UpToDate 
 
Online Help – Guides & Videos 
What we were hoping to accomplish 
 Wide variety of educational offerings 
 Different formats and array of content 
 A digital “place” that patrons could still come to 
 To make patrons comfortable and familiar with the WRHA VL 
 To provide education in ways that fit the needs of our patrons 
 To provide information literacy and critical appraisal education 
 To help users find information 
 To help users manage information effectively 
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Turnouts and usage 
 Frankly not as high as we’d like 
 Much lower than MHIKNET 
 Awareness about WRHA Virtual Library is still pretty low 
Problems: Promotion & Reach 
 Lack of information sent out about the WRHA Virtual Library when it formed 
 Very few networking systems in place 
 Still learning who to contact 
 Some groups much harder to reach than others (e.g.; personal care homes) 
 Certain groups overrepresented in who is contacted (e.g.; pharmacists)  
 Still working through this 
 Will take time to build up an effective network 
 In some ways, we don’t even have a good sense of who we are or aren’t reaching 
 How do we let people know about out services when they might not even 
know we exist at all?  
Problems: The Digital “Space” 
 Being purely digital is a challenge 
 People still want us to be available in person 
 And we are 
 Live education sessions 
 In person site visits 
 Open offices 
 We agree that we need to be available in person, too 
Problems: Big Shoes to Fill 
 Closure of hospital libraries 
 Changes in access to information 
 Different rules for use 
 Lack of information communicated  
 This comes at a time of other large-scale health system changes that have 
left healthcare workers stressed 
 Some of it is adjustment to change  
 Some of it is stuff that we can help with 
 Some of it isn’t 
Problems: Technical Issues 
 Camtasia (WHY) 
 Changes in Primo 
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Problems: Content 
 Low webinar turnout 
 Small survey response 
 Responses focused on a specific group (mostly pharmacists)  
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Lessons learned 
 Communication is good 
 Surveys: seek more diverse responses and fewer angry people 
 Technology doesn’t always make things better 
 Clinicians are busy 
 Some things are better in person 
 Not everyone speaks our language 
 Some things in life are free 
 Roll with it 
 
Questions? 
 Maureen Babb 
maureen.babb@umanitoba.ca 
 Nicole Askin 
nicole.askin@umanitoba.ca 
 Angela Osterreicher 
angela.Osterreicher@umanitoba.ca 
 
 https://libguides.lib.umanitoba.ca/wrha/home 
